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cyclosporin complexed to the FAB fragment of an antibody. 
The results lead to following conclusion: Cyclospmin has in 

solid state 4 different stable conformations, the first one occurs in 
cyclospmin A monohydrate, cyclosporin A dihydrate, and cyclosporin 
I-!, the second is corm11on for thiocyclosporin and cyclospmin A 
m·lasolv solvate, the third is typical for all complexes of cyclosporin 
with cyclophilin and the fourth one was found for the cyclospmin 
complex with the FAB fragment of an antibody. 
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We are exploring the packing interactions of de novo designed, 
alpha-helical peptides in racemic mixtures for use as novel 
biomaterials. Crystals of the 12-residue peptide, a-1 (l) were 
produced by vapor diffusion methods in the presence of both 
peptide enantiomers: X-ray diffraction data were collected at 92 
K and were 87% complete to 2.1 A with a scaling R-factor of 
13.7%. The crystals indexed initially in space group Pl with 
a=20.79 A, b=20.35 A, c=27.95 A, CX=101.48°, ~=97.77°, and 
y=120.88°. These unit cell pmameters me nearly identical to the 
Pl unit cell of the L-a-1 enantiomer of known structure (2). To 
test for the presence of inversion symmetry, a cumulative intensity 
distribution was calculated for the D,L-a-1 and L-a-1 intensity 
data. The intensity distlibutions show that the putative, racemic 
data follow the theoretical centlic distribution while the L-a-1 data 
follow the theoretical acentric distribution. We conclude that the 
crystals are centrosymmetric and belong to space group Plbar, 
with 2 peptides in the asymmetric unit. Currently, we are 
optimizing the racemic crystallization condition to produce lmger 
crystals in an effort to obtain higher resolution data for use with 
direct methods techniques. 
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The crystal structure of a synthetic thirteen residue peptide 
that represents a-conotoxin G 1 from marine snail Conus 
Geographus has been determined to 1.2 A resolution. Stll.Jctural 
studies of G 1 are of pm·ticulm· interest because it is known to block 
synaptic trm1smission by binding to the acetylcholine receptor. This 
stmchrre, which contains 117 atoms, was solved by direct meth
ods implementing the program SHAKE-AND-BAKE[!]. The 
framework of the toxin includes two disulphide bonds that link 
residues 2-7 and 3-13. The side chain of the amino terminal resi
due and the amide from the em-boxy terminus form a hydrogen 
bond, making the peptide in the shape of a closed loop. The two 
termini are further drawn together by additional main chain hy
drogen bonds. The two positively chm·ged regions, the amino ter
minus and the guanidinium group of arg-9 are sepmated by 15 A, 
a value consistent with other acetylcholine agonists such as 
curm·e[2,3]. The X-ray su·ucture ofGl will be compmed with stll.rc
tures derived by NMR and a predictive model based on a CD spec
trum[4-6]. 
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Full-matrix refinement of the three-dimensional structures of 
two crystal forms of wild type grm11icidin, a D,L-pentadecapeptide, 
reveal the presence of heterodimers. Pm"tially occupied tyrosine 
residues m·e found at position eleven on only one su·and of the 
anti parallel double helix. The approximate ratio of !!-tyrosine to 
11-u·yptophan in the heterodimer agrees with typical estimates for 
the ratio of gramicidin C to gramicidin A in wild type gramicidin. 
The environments of the 11-substituent in the two crystal forms 
are distinctly different and include specific interactions with 
solvent. In the orthorhombic form, which crystallized from ethanol, 
a network of hydrogen bonds link the tyrosine in one double helix 
with the backbone of an adjacent helix tlu·ough m1 ethanol molecule 
and a water molecule. In the monoclinic form there is no 
compm·able system linking helices. 

The presence of a heterodimer in crystal forms having 
significantly different crystal packing suggests that heterodimer 
formation is a property of the gramicidin and not induced by crystal 
formation. In our hm1ds, efforts to crystallize pure gramicidin A 
have invariably failed to produce sizable crystals and crystals 
prepm·ed from wild type gramicidin do not readily redissolve upon 
addition of more solvent. The heterodimer appears to be the most 
stable form of gramicidin and is critical to crystal nucleation. 
Dimers of gramicidin observed in the solid state m·e composed of 
two m1tiparallel ~-strm1ds wrapped into a cylindrical tt1be. Although 


